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Summary
Key points:
1. We propose that the following additional options should be retained:
• The 300 Ml/d unsupported Severn-Thames transfer
• The 190 Ml/d Crossness reuse scheme
• The 150 Ml/d Lower Lee direct abstraction
• The Marsh Gibbon and Chinnor reservoir sites
2. The deployable output of supported Severn-Thames transfer options has been
underestimated and the S-T transfer capacity should be increased to 400 Ml/d if
supported by Vyrnwy or Severn Trent alone, or 500 Ml/d if supported by both
3. There should be more ambitious targets for meter penetration and demand savings
4. The deployable output of Upper Thames Reservoir options should be reduced by
about 33% to allow for extended droughts
5.

The number of reservoir options should be reduced, with no phased options

6. The weakness of hydrological evidence in the feasibility reports should be rectified
as a matter of urgency in the next stage of investigation
7. All options should be subject to rigorous and transparent analysis of resilience to
climate change and severe droughts

Demand management, effluent reuse, direct river abstraction and desalination
The fundamental problem for water supplies in London and the South-East is lack of water – the
Thames is already heavily exploited. Therefore, we welcome Thames Water’s focus on options
that are not dependent on the availability of flows in the Thames – demand management,
effluent reuse and desalination. We broadly support the screening decisions on these options,
but we consider that the Crossness reuse scheme and the Lower Lee direct river abstraction
should both be retained for the next stage of investigation.
The need for more hydrological analysis
In view of the shortage of water in the South-East, we support Water UK’s work on climate
change and resilience. We think that hydrological analysis of water availability is fundamental to
options that depend on it – the Upper Thames Reservoir and inter-regional transfers. Therefore,
we consider that the complete absence of hydrological analysis in the feasibility reports is a
major weakness that has led to incorrect conclusions about the feasibility of these options.
We have undertaken our own hydrological analysis of these options. The analysis has included
modelling of climate change and extended droughts, similar to Water UK’s work. However, in
the absence of any information in the feasibility reports on the expected extent of climate
change and potential for severe droughts, we have made our own assumptions. Our hydrological
analysis includes daily simulation of London’s supplies over a 90-year period using GARD’s model
that provides a virtually identical match to Thames Water’s WARMS2 simulation model.
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The Upper Thames Reservoir
We consider that inadequate evidence has been provided to justify the selection of the
Abingdon reservoir site in preference to Chinnor or Marsh Gibbon, for the smaller reservoir
sizes. If the smaller reservoir options are to be retained for the next phase of investigation, the
Marsh Gibbon and Chinnor sites should be studied to the same level of detail as Abingdon,
including geotechnical investigation.
We propose that the options for phased development of the Abingdon reservoir should be
dropped because they would fail to make full use of the site potential, and would cause
excessive local disruption and property blight.
Our hydrological analysis shows that the Upper Thames Reservoir would have extremely poor
resilience against extended droughts. In two-season droughts like 1933/34, 1943/44 and
1975/76, there would be almost no re-filling of the Upper Thames Reservoir during the
intervening winter because of the very low winter flows in the groundwater-fed rivers that
comprise much of the Thames catchment.
If the 150 Mm3 Upper Thames reservoir is designed only to cope with the historic two-season
droughts, as assumed in Thames Water’s estimate of its 291 Ml/d deployable output, by the end
of the second summer it would be empty and the London reservoirs would have dropped to the
brink of the emergency level. If another winter/summer drought then follows, the London
reservoirs would empty completely in the next summer. There would be catastrophic failure of
London’s supplies.
Severn to Thames transfer options
Our analysis of deployable output of Severn -Thames transfer shows that the 300 Ml/d
unsupported transfer can sustain a deployable output of 152 Ml/d throughout the 90-year
historic record. Thames Water’s feasibility report has provided no evidence to justify the
screening out of this option. In our opinion, it can provide a valuable first stage of a phased
development, bringing much needed additional water into the Thames basin during droughts. It
should not be screened out unless Thames Water can provide proper hydrological evidence.
In the absence of hydrological analysis, we think that Thames water have underestimated the
deployable output of supported transfer options by failing to take account of natural water
availability in the Severn (after allowing for other abstractors). With the 300 Ml/d transfer,
support from either Vyrnwy reservoir or Severn Trent, would provide a deployable output of
around 250 Ml/d. With both support options together, a deployable output of over 350 Ml/d can
be achieved, provided the transfer capacity is raised substantially, possibly up to 500 Ml/d. We
do not agree Thames Water’s proposal to restrict the transfer capacity to 300 Ml/d.
Whereas we agree the general conclusion of the Severn Thames transfer environmental studies
– impacts will be acceptable subject to appropriate mitigation – we are concerned at the lack of
detail on the required mitigation or recommendations for conceptual scheme design. We are
also concerned that the studies appear to have made no attempt to learn from experience of
inter-regional transfers elsewhere, particularly the Ely-Ouse to Essex transfer.
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Resilience to climate change and severe droughts
Our analysis of resilience to climate change and extended droughts has assumed:
•
•

22% drier summers and 22% wetter winters by the 2080s (UKCP 09 median projections )
The 1921 drought is preceded by the river flows of winter 1975/76 and the 1933/34
drought is followed by river flows of 1975/6

The effect on the deployable output of some main option types is (in Ml/d):
Option
Existing London supplies –
DO change
300 Ml/d unsupported
Severn Thames transfer
75 Mm3 Abingdon reservoir
400 Ml/d S-TT transfer with
308 Ml/d support from
Vyrnwy & SvT
150 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir

Historic
flows

Climate
change only
+/- 22%

Extended
drought

Extended
drought and
climate change

-

-154

-7

-154

152

95 (-57)

154 (+2)

81 (-73)

154

151 (-3)

108 (-46)

122 (-32)

302

287 (-15)

287 (-15)

289 (-13)

291

302 (+11)

188 (-103)

224 (-67)

The following conclusions can be drawn about the resilience of option types:
•

The unsupported Severn-Thames transfer is resilient against extended drought, but
could eventually lose 40% of its DO with climate change (but still retaining a 95 Ml/d DO)

•

Reservoir options are resilient against climate change (wetter winters offsetting drier
summers), but badly affected by extended droughts; the reservoirs should be designed
to cope with extended droughts, with deployable output reduced by about 33%

•

The supported Severn-Thames transfer is resilient against both climate change and
extended droughts
As the first stage of a phased transfer development initially supplying 152 Ml/d, we
consider this scheme is likely to be the most cost effective option. If the wetter
winter/drier summer climate scenario transpires later in the 21st century, the addition of
support in a second phase would be very resilient to the new climate.

•

Next stage of option investigations
We support the proposed list of options to be taken to the next stage, provided the unsupported
Severn-Thames Transfer, Crossness Reuse and Lower Lee Direct Abstraction schemes are
retained, and the reservoir list is altered to exclude the phased Abingdon options and include
the Marsh Gibbon and Chinnor options for 75 Mm3. The investigations should include full
hydrological analysis to provide proper data on deployable output, resilience, environmental
impact, sizing of scheme components (eg transfer capacity) and operating costs. There is an
urgent need for a full and transparent investigation of resilience to climate change and severe
droughts for all options, using the “stochastic drought library” produced through Water UK’s
recent work.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Aim of GARD’s response
This report provides GARD’s comments on Thames Water’s draft report on the fine screening of
options, September 2016. It sets out where GARD agrees and does not agree with fine screening
decisions, providing evidence to support our views.
The report also comments on the adequacy of the various feasibility reports that TW have used
to support their fine screening proposals. These comments then inform the proposals we have
made for work needed in the next phase of the option investigations.
1.2 Use of GARD’s simulation model
In our opinion, the fine screening report and associated feasibility reports are flawed by an
almost total lack of hydrological information. This weakness manifests itself in lack of evidence
to support assessments of deployable output and the sizing of scheme components, the
determination of operating costs, the assessment of environmental impacts and proposals for
impact mitigation. The feasibility reports make apparently subjective judgments on matters such
as deployable output, resilience and environmental impact, with no supporting evidence. We
think many of these judgments are wrong.
For this report, we have used GARD’s simulation model of the London supply system to provide
the hydrological evidence to support our views. GARD’s model is an almost exact replica of
Thames Water’s WARMS2 model for the simulation of London’s supplies. It uses the same input
data as WARMS2 for flows in the Rivers Thames, Lee, Severn, Mole and Hogsmill. It provides a
daily simulation of the operation of the London supply system including all the features of
WARMS2:
•

The operation of the latest Lower Thames Control Diagram as reported in Thames
Water’s Annual Review 2016, including allowance for a “dynamic” emergency storage
level which provides 30 days of emergency storage

•

Abstraction from the Thames, using the same pump ceilings as WARMS2, the same rules
concerning flows in the Mole and Hogsmill and an allowance for upper reservoir refill
constraints

•

Abstraction from the Lee, storage in the Lee reservoirs, balancing flows in the ThamesLee tunnel, all as WARMS2

•

Operation of the Gateway desalination scheme, all ARS schemes, ELDRED, Hoddesdon,
Stratford Box and the West Berkshire Ground Water Scheme, all as WARMS2

GARD’s model has been validated by comparing output with four scenarios of WARMS2 output
that have been provided by Thames Water: the 2246 Ml/d base case used in Annual Review
2015, the 2305 Ml/d base case used for Annual Review 2016, the unsupported Severn-Thames
transfer using TW’s interpretation of GARD’s proposed trigger rule and the unsupported SevernThames transfer using TW’s proposed trigger rule. In all four scenarios, GARD’s model gives
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exactly the same deployable output as WARMS2 to the nearest Ml/d. Plots of the daily operation
of all scheme components are virtually identical to WARMS2 (Appendix A, Figures A1 and A2).
In addition to simulating the London supply system, GARD’s model can simulate the daily
operation of Farmoor reservoir, the proposed Abingdon reservoir, and the proposed SevernThames transfer with support from either Vyrnwy reservoir or Severn Trent sources.
Appendix A to this report provides more detail of GARD’s model and evidence to demonstrate
the match to WARMS2 output. GARD’s model output is used to provide evidence throughout
this report and more detail is given in Appendix A. GARD’s model is available for scrutiny or use
by Thames Water or their consultants.

2. Demand management options
Overall, we welcome Thames Water’s comprehensive approach to addressing demand
management as a means of substantially reducing future deficits, as described at the
stakeholder meeting on 6th October. The target of a 200 Ml/d reduction, as quoted at the
meeting, sounds reasonable, at least as a minimum. That said, we are surprised that there is no
mention of demand management in the fine screening report, even if only to say what
proportion it could provide of the projected future 800 Ml/d deficit.
The only document available for review was the Demand Management Options Screening
Report-Phase 1 Executive summary, so we have only limited comments on the details of the
proposals.
2.1 Metering
At the stakeholder meeting on 6th October, it was said that only 35% of Thames Water’s supplies
are metered. Considering the large supply/demand balance shortfall, the slow progress in
progress in meter penetration is disappointing. With its large future supply/demand balance
shortfall, Thames Water should aim to be substantially above the industry average within, say,
the next five years.
As we stated in our response to the draft WRMP14 consultation, Southern Water expect meter
penetration to be 92%, largely put in during the 2010 to 2015 AMP period. Similarly Essex &
Suffolk Water expect to achieve 92% by 2040. It is true that London has a higher proportion of
flats and that some of these have shared water supply pipes which would be difficult and
expensive to split. However, with the ability to read meters by a drive-by system or to have the
meter signal relayed to a TW control room, it is possible that a greater proportion of flats could
be metered economically.
The low levels of meter penetration are a particular concern as this has been given as a reason
for screening out a number of water saving options, for example:
•

On page 20 of the feasibility report, most household tariff options, including rising block
tariffs and seasonal tariffs have been rejected “Due to the current low level of meter
penetration it is perceived as unfair to impose this tariff“.
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•

The incentive scheme mentioned in the feasibility report and stakeholder presentation
sounds reasonable as an initial measure for non-metered households, but cannot be
expected to achieve the same benefits as a well-designed tariff structure for metered
customers. It should be considered as only an interim measure, not as a substitute for
the incentive tariffs and high meter penetration that are normal in much of the
developed world.

In the published 2013 response to GARD’s comments for the consultation on draft WRMP14,
Thames Water said:
“We plan to trial tariffs during AMP6 which will provide information on the types of tariffs,
customer reactions and water savings and this information will be taken into account in our
next draft Plan (WRMP19) which will determine the investment programme required for the
period 2020‐2045 and set out if, and when, a new large resource scheme is needed.”
Three years on, Thames Water have withdrawn from this, using lack of meter penetration as a
justification. We do not think this is acceptable. Whereas we appreciate the difficulty in
metering urban areas, particularly with blocks of flats, we do not think this should be used as an
excuse for low meter penetration. Thames Water should publish details of the % of customers in
different types of community and accommodation, and set meter penetration targets based on
each type, aiming to achieve industry best practice for each.
The information should be used to develop a detailed and transparent programme for meter
penetration that should form part of the WRMP. The programme should include details of
assumptions for meter penetration and associated benefits.
2.2 Leakage reduction
The demand management feasibility report does not appear to quote any targets for future
leakage reduction, which is surprising. In response to GARD’s challenges over leakage plans for
dWRMP14, Thames Water said:
“Our revised draft plan includes leakage reduction from 665 Ml/d in 2014/15 to 556 Ml/d by
2035 (149 – 152 l/prop/d), this represents almost doubling the leakage reduction included in the
draft Plan.”
This seems reasonable, comprising just over half the total 200 Ml/d demand management target
quoted at the 6th October stakeholder meeting. However, this does not appear consistent with
the proposal to abandon active leakage control and pressure management, as quoted in the
WRMP14 rejection measure in Appendix A of the demand management feasibility report. Figure
2 of the feasibility report shows active leakage control and pressure management as having a
much lower AIC cost than development of new water resources. Therefore, rejection of these
options seems unjustified.
Most of the mains replacement options also appear to have been screened out in Appendix A of
the feasibility report. The report does not appear to take account of the long term need to
replace pipe networks, many of which are over 100 years old. The pipes will not last indefinitely,
so replacement is inevitable at some point. This should be taken into account in the economic
assessment of mains replacement as a leakage reduction measure.
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Also, we do not think that rigorous economic analysis should be the sole basis for decisions on
leakage reduction. Thames Water’s customers have expressed a strong desire for more leakage
reduction and common sense supports this view.

3. Effluent reuse, direct river abstraction and desalination options
3.1 Effluent reuse
We welcome the strong focus of Thames Water and their consultants on the effluent reuse
options and agree that:
•
•

the Beckton and Deephams schemes should be taken forward to the next stage of
investigation
the Mogden scheme should be reconsidered if the Teddington direct river abstraction
proves to be non-viable

However, we do not agree the screening out of the Crossness reuse option. On fine screening
report page 59, the Crossness option has been screened out on the grounds that, in the next 80
years, no scenario is envisaged that would require both the Beckton scheme (380 Ml/d) and the
Crossness scheme (190 Ml/d) – the Crossness scheme requires a longer tunnel link than Beckton
so it has been rejected. This is illogical, bearing in mind that deficits of up to 800 Ml/d are being
considered and Beckton and Crossness reuse together would only amount to 570 Ml/d.
The fine screening report goes on to say that the Crossness reuse option “should be revisited if
other large scale options are prevented from proceeding”. This implies that “other large scale
options” are already considered by Thames Water to be preferable to the Crossness scheme.
There is no evidence to support this. We suspect that the Crossness reuse option on its own
would be a lot less costly than the Abingdon reservoir, particularly if the deployable output of
the Abingdon reservoir is reduced by the need to design the reservoir to cope with three year
droughts – see our later comments in Section 6.4. Rejection of the Crossness option bypasses
the next stage of the investigation which should be considering all the options on an equal
footing.
The Crossness reuse option should be taken forward to the next stage both as an option on its
own and as part of a phased reuse development, combining with the Beckton scheme. The
tunnel transferring the Beckton effluent to Coppermills, could also be used for the Crossness
scheme, opening the possibility of a phased scheme. With so much infrastructure in common,
the unit cost of water from a combined 570 Ml/d Beckton + Crossness reuse scheme can be
expected to be a lot less than the unit costs for individual schemes.
3.2 Direct river abstraction
We welcome the introduction of direct river abstraction at Teddington (300 Ml/d) or the Lower
Lee (150 Ml/d) as new large options. We agree that the Teddington option should be taken
forward to the next phase.
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We do not agree with the rejection of the Lower Lee option. The reason given on fine screening
report page 59 is “uncertainty around water quality and deployable output”. The concerns
around water quality are said to relate to periods of low river flow, when the river flow can
comprise 95% effluent from sewage treatment works. This is irrational – options for reuse of
Beckton and Deephams sewage effluent are being taken forward, so why should an option using
river water containing sewage effluent be rejected? In any case, the problems of water quality at
low flows can be avoided simply by not using the scheme at times of low river flows. This will
reduce the deployable output of the scheme, but there will still be substantial volumes of water
available in the early parts of droughts, when using the direct river abstraction will slow the
drawdown of reservoirs.
Similarly, the rejection on grounds of uncertainty of deployable output suggests that the
minimum flow available in droughts will determine deployable output. This is not the case – with
the direct river abstraction operated in conjunction with the Lee valley reservoirs, deployable
output is determined by the volume of river water that can be abstracted in the critical drought,
between the start of reservoir drawdown and the lowest point of reservoir drawdown.
We propose that the Lee direct river abstraction should be taken forward to the next stage with
the assumption that the scheme may not operate continuously. If there are to be periods when
the scheme cannot be used because of water quality, this should be determined by proper water
quality analysis, taking account of improvement to water quality in the River Lee as a result of
the Deephams reuse scheme. The deployable output should be determined by proper
hydrological analysis, taking account of the scheme operating in conjunction with the Lee valley
reservoirs. The analysis should determine the optimum size of abstraction – balancing the
volume of water that can be abstracted during a drought with the cost of the aqueduct and
pumping station.
3.3 Desalination
We welcome the attention that has been given to desalination options and we agree that the
Beckton (150 Ml/d) and Thamesmead (300 Ml/d) schemes should be taken to the next stage. We
are encouraged to see that on page 23 of the fine screening report that the 150 Ml/d Beckton
and Thamesmead schemes are among the most cost effective.
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4. Raw water transfer options
4.1 Unsupported Severn-Thames transfer
In the fine screening report, the unsupported Severn-Thames transfer is rejected on the grounds
of lack of resilience. Page 46 states that the option “Failed on resilience to drought (Hands-off
flow prevents abstraction at times when water is needed by Thames Water)”. In GARD’s opinion,
this statement is simplistic and subjective. It is not supported by hydrological evidence. It does
not take into account:
•

The unsupported transfer would operate in conjunction with the London reservoirs.
Therefore, it is the volume of water available during droughts that determines
deployable output, not the minimum flow available on any day; it is the reliability of the
drought volume transferred that governs resilience, not the reliability on individual days.

•

The geological differences between the Severn and Thames catchment – the
impermeable Severn catchment recovers much faster from drought than the porous
Thames catchment.

•

Hence, in the autumn, flows in the Severn recover typically two months earlier than in
the Thames, so the transfers from the Severn reduce the impact of Thames droughts
that extend into the autumn.

•

For droughts extending over two years or more, the London reservoirs fail to refill overwinter due to the winter rain being absorbed into the porous aquifers instead of
providing river flow to fill the reservoirs – the Severn transfers enable the reservoirs to
be fuller by the start of the next summer.

Our evidence for this is as follows. Using GARD’s model we have simulated the operation of a
300 Ml/d transfer in the 90-year period since 1920, including the historic droughts of 1921 and
1933/34, which are the most severe single year and two-year droughts in the past 100 years. The
scheme we have modelled sustains a London demand of 2457 Ml/d, giving a deployable output
increase of 152 Ml/d, compared to the existing base case output of 2305 Ml/d. The modelling
assumptions are:
•

Severn flows at Deerhurst as per latest derived by HR Wallingford

•

Severn hands-off flows of 1800/2490 Ml/d as specified by the EA

•

300 Ml/d capacity piped aqueduct from Deerhurst, with 10 Ml/d trickle flow

•

Transfers triggered when London reservoir storage is below a control line

•

2% losses in the River Thames (as per Abingdon reservoir regulation)

•

To avoid high sediment transfer, no abstraction when Deerhurst flow exceeds 8700 Ml/d
and London reservoirs are in Service Level 0, 1 or 2.

•

Small changes to the LTCD control lines so that Service Levels, etc are maintained as for
the 2305 Ml/d base case in TW’s Annual Review 2016 (more detail in Appendix A)

The simulated operation of the 300 Ml/d USTT during the droughts of 1921/22, 1933/34 and
1975/76 is shown in Figure 1, with more model details on Figure A3:
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Figure 1 - Operation of the unsupported 300 Ml/d Severn-Thames transfer in droughts
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The raw water volumes into London’s supplies are compared for the droughts of 1921/22,
1933/34 and 1975/76 in Table 1 below.
Raw water sources in
droughts
Thames
Lee Valley
ARS, Elred' etc
WBGS
Gateway desal
Severn-Trent support
Unsupported Severn

Volumes of raw water in droughts (Ml)
1921
1933/34
1976
This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base
206,982
203,874
652,724
645,848
214,321
204,843
98,747
98,733
217,282
215,683
95,603
91,322
49,264
49,264
84,107
82,529
41,899
37,368
17,570
17,644
14,345
14,593
11,417
11,688
32,575
32,575
60,475
62,975
26,000
25,125
41,373
82,763
26,386
-

Note: For each drought, the above volumes are the amounts from each source from the date that the
London reservoirs started to draw down to the date of maximum reservoir draw down

Table 1 - Sources of raw water for 300 Ml/d USTT in critical droughts
Figure 1 shows that the droughts of 1921 and 1933/34 are the critical droughts that define
deployable output. They are respectively the most severe single season and two season
droughts in the past 100 years. In both these droughts, Table 1 shows that the unsupported
Severn-Thames transfer provides about 30% more raw water than the 150 Ml/d Gateway
desalination plant during the critical period – ie between the start of reservoir draw down and
the point of maximum reservoir drawdown.
Using the Severn volumes transferred in Table 1, a rough check on the DO of the unsupported
transfer can be made by dividing the volume transferred by the duration of the drought and
allowing 7% process water loss – for 1921, this is 41,373 Ml/242 days x 93% = 158 Ml/d; in
1933/34 it is 79,974 Ml/519 days x 93% = 148 Ml/d. Another check can be made by looking at
the blocks of transferred water on Figure 1 – by eye it can be seen that the 300 Ml/d transfer is
available for about half the drought, so the DO is roughly half of 300 Ml/d = 150 Ml/d.
In the 1975/76 drought, the volume transferred over the critical period (July 1975 to September
1976) is relatively low because the water was not needed (reservoir storage was above the
trigger control line in autumn 1975 and the drought ended before autumn 1976). If the Severn
water had been needed in autumns of 1975 and 1976, it was available almost continuously in
both years.
Figure 1 shows the resumption of the unsupported transfer in early September1976, 23 days
before the drought “broke” in the Thames catchment. This illustrates the important point that
the River Severn respondsquicker to rainfall than the Thames because of geological differences
between the catchments. Drought recovery is much faster in the Severn, as was the case in the
extended droughts of 1921 and 1934 as shown in Figure 2:
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Figure 2 - Comparison of speed of drought recovery in the Thames and Severn
The speed of drought recovery in the Severn is the consequence of geology. It is not affected by
climate change.
The deployable output of the unsupported transfer will be reduced if future droughts occur that
are more severe than 1921 or 1933/34. This will also be the case for the Abingdon reservoir. For
assessing the resilience of these schemes, the extent of DO reduction should be quantified by
modelling stochastically derived droughts. This should be done on a comparable basis for all
option types. Thames Water have presented no evidence for this.
In section 6 of this report, we have undertaken some analysis of possible droughts that are more
severe than the historic record and some climate change scenarios. This analysis shows that the
unsupported Severn-Thames transfer always provide a deployable output in excess of 80 Ml/d,
even with the 22% wetter winters and drier summers that are not predicted until the 2080s. For
several scenarios the USTT is more resilient that the Abingdon reservoir.
In our opinion, the unsupported Severn-Thames transfer should be retained as an option for the
next phase of investigation, unless Thames Water can supply properly quantified evidence of its
lack of resilience. We doubt whether such evidence exists.
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4.2 The TW proposed option – STT supported by Vyrnwy and Severn Trent
sources
Thames Water have proposed a single Severn-Thames transfer option to be carried forward to
the next stage of investigation. Our understanding of this option is:
1. A 300 Ml/d capacity pipeline from Deerhurst to Radcot
2. When the Severn-Thames transfer is needed and 300 Ml/d is not available to transfer
from the River Severn flow at Deerhurst:
• Release of 180 Ml/d from Vyrnwy reservoir
• 88 Ml/d of Minworth sewage effluent diverted into the Severn
• Regulating release of 25 Ml/d from Draycote reservoir to the Severn
• Abstraction for Severn Trent’s Mythe supply reduced by 15 Ml/d to allow higher
abstraction at Deerhurst
The feasibility reports give no detail of the envisaged operating rules for this scheme or the
deployable output available to Thames Water. Therefore, we have simulated the operation of
the scheme using GARD’s model. Model details are summarised below:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For Vyrnwy support
Daily simulation from 1920 to 2008
Vyrnwy reservoir inflows from data supplied by United Utilities
Vyrnwy compensation releases and flood drawdown releases as per the EA’s ‘Operating
Rules for the River Severn Resource/Supply System. February 2012’
Vyrnwy emergency storage of 13,134 Ml (22% of total storage of 59,700 Ml, as per
Severn Trent’s drought plan)
Daily operation of the ‘water bank’ is not simulated, but an allowance of 5075 Ml has
been added to the emergency storage (7 months banked storage at 725 Ml per month –
analysis of gauged flow records downstream of Vyrnwy shows that since 1980 the
maximum annual regulation release from the water bank was about 4200 Ml in 1995)
Direct supply from Vyrnwy to United Utilities assumed to be a fixed daily amount
throughout the year – with no support for the STT, 199 Ml/d can be maintained
continuously to UU in GARD’s simulation of 1920 to 2008
Vyrnwy support releases’ arrival at Deerhurst subject to 5-day travel time and 10% loss
For Severn Trent support
Fixed 88 Ml/d from Minworth to the Severn when needed
Fixed regulation release of 25 Ml/d to the Severn from Draycote reservoir when needed
(daily simulation of Draycote reservoir is not yet included in GARD’s model)
Fixed 15 Ml/d to the Severn from Mythe when needed
Severn Trent releases arrival at Deerhurst subject to 2-day travel time and 2% loss
Priority between transfer sources (a complex matter that needs more work)
First, unsupported Severn flows unless the Severn-Trent sources are already in use
(assumes Minworth effluent transfer cannot be easily switched on and off)
Second, Severn-Trent sources (to conserve water stored in Vyrnwy)
Third, regulation from Vyrnwy
13

•
•
•

For transfer to the Thames
Operating rules generally as for the unsupported transfer, including spate avoidance
No releases from Vyrnwy when spate avoidance takes place
No transfer of support water during spates (so there will be some wastage of support
water because of travel times)

The simulated operation of the scheme in the critical drought for London of 1933/34, meeting a
London demand of 2552 Ml/d, is shown in Figure 3, with more model details on Figure A4 in
Appendix A:
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SvT support
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Operation of Vyrnwy support with 180 Ml/d release, 300 Ml/d
transfer, 128 Ml/d from Severn Trent and 247 Ml/d Deployable Output
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0

Emergency storage & water bank
Regulation release
Vyrnwy storage with 129 Ml/d to UU

Compensation release
Flood storage release
Vyrnwy storage with no supply to UU

Figure 3 - Operation of TW's proposed STT supported by Vyrnwy and Severn Trent
The lower plot shows the operation of Vyrnwy reservoir under two scenarios – firstly, assuming
no direct supply to United Utilities (the black line), and secondly, assuming a continuous direct
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supply of 137 Ml/d to United Utilities (the blue line). The direct supply of 137 Ml/d to UU is the
deployable output still available to UU in the critical drought for Vyrnwy of 1921, still retaining
the 22% emergency storage and 5075 Ml in the water bank.
Thames Water’s proposed option would provide a deployable output of 247 Ml/d to Thames
Water, an increase of 95 Ml/d over the 152 Ml/d DO for the unsupported transfer. The sources
of raw water to deliver this output during the main droughts are shown in Table 2:
Volumes of raw water in droughts (Ml)
Raw water sources in
1921
1933/34
1976
This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base
droughts
Thames
209,884
203,874
663,906
645,848
225,090
204,843
Lee Valley
98,932
98,733
217,596
215,683
97,657
91,322
49,418
49,264
84,154
82,529
44,076
37,368
ARS, Elred' etc
WBGS
18,000
17,644
14,925
14,593
11,598
11,688
Gateway desal
32,575
32,575
62,050
62,975
26,000
25,125
Vyrnwy support released
19,510
31,150
22,920
Vyrnwy support transferred
17,559
27,594
20,466
30,106
53,437
25,715
Severn-Trent support
19,417
42,121
10,720
Unsupported Severn
Note: For each drought, the above volumes are the amounts from each source from the date that the
London reservoirs started to draw down to the date of maximum reservoir draw down

Table 2 - Sources of raw water in droughts for TW’s supported 300 Ml/d STT option
Figure 3 and Table 2 above show several weaknesses in Thames Water’s proposed option:
1. There is insufficient capacity in the 300 Ml/d transfer aqueduct to make use of flow
available from the Severn at times when support water has already arrived at Deerhurst.
This situation arises a) when Severn natural flows rise and regulation water from Vyrnwy
is already in transit with a 5-day travel time and b) when Minworth effluent is already
being diverted and cannot be quickly switched on and off.
2. Only about 30% of the available Vyrnwy storage is used to support Thames Water,
because the restriction of the releases to 180 Ml/d (see the black line on Figure 3,
showing the Vyrnwy storage drawdown assuming no supply to UU). This would allow a
continuous direct supply of 137 Ml/d to United Utilities still to be maintained, but it is
not making much contribution to Thames Water.
3. As a consequence of the above, TW’s proposed scheme will carry the cost of the
support from United Utilities and Severn Trent, but will not be able to realise the full
potential increase in deployable output. The scheme is very inefficient.
There are a number of ways to make the scheme more efficient:
•
•
•

By taking the support from either Vyrnwy or Severn Trent, but not both
By increasing the capacity of the Severn-Thames aqueduct to above 300 Ml/d
By increasing the release from Vyrnwy to above 180 Ml/d

These options are explored in the following sections.
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4.3 STT supported only by Vyrnwy
The various Vyrnwy-only support options have been considered using GARD’s model and are
compared below with the unsupported transfer:

Option
300 Ml/d USTT
“Vyrnwy only” Option 1
“Vyrnwy only” Option 2
“Vyrnwy only” Option 3
“Vyrnwy only” Option 4
“Vyrnwy only” Option 5

S-T
transfer
capacity
300
300
400
300
400
400

Demands, transfers and DO in Ml/d
TW’s DO
Release
DO for
gain over
from
300 Ml/d
London Thames
Vyrnwy demand Water
USTT
2457
152
180
2509
204
52
180
2552
247
95
230
2523
218
66
230
2567
262
110
300
2583
278
126

Continuous
direct supply
to UU
199
130
129
93
93
40

Note: Model input and output details on Figures A3 and A6-A10

Table 3 - Performance of "Vyrnwy only" support options
The summary output from GARD’s model for each of these options is given in Appendix A,
including the adjustments to the LTCD needed to ensure Service Level compliance and intervals
between Service Levels are the same as the base case. From Table 3 it can be seen that:
•

Regulation releases of 180 Ml/d from Vyrnwy raise the deployable output for Thames
water by 52 or 95 Ml/d, depending on the capacity of the Severn to Thames aqueduct

•

Providing regulation releases of 180 Ml/d from Vyrnwy, whenever needed by Thames
Water, reduces United Utilities’ deployable output by about 70 Ml/d

•

Increasing the capacity of the Severn-Thames transfer from 300 to 400 Ml/d improves
the deployable output for Thames Water by about another 43 Ml/d, without reducing
the continuous output still available for United Utilities

•

Raising the regulation releases above 180 Ml/d, but retaining the 400 Ml/d transfer
capacity, provides a relatively small further increase in deployable output for Thames
Water, but with a larger loss of deployable output for United Utilities

•

“Vyrnwy only” Option 2, 180 Ml/d regulation with a 400 Ml/d transfer gives the same
247 Ml/d deployable output as Thames Water’s proposal of the180 Ml/d Vyrnwy release
and total 128 Ml/d from Severn Trent

From this it can be concluded that a scheme similar to Vyrnwy only Option 2 – 180 Ml/d
regulation with a 400 Ml/d capacity transfer, should be considered alongside Thames Water’s
proposed option. The simulated performance of this option in 1921/22 is shown below, with
more model details on Figure A7 in Appendix A:
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Operation of 400 Ml/d Severn-Thames transfer supported by
180 Ml/d from Vyrnwy (nothing from Severn Trent)
London demand 2552 Ml/d
247 Ml/d DO for TW
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Volumes of raw water in droughts (Ml)
Raw water sources in
1921
1933/34
1976
This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base
droughts
Thames
209,740
203,874
660,972
645,848
222,330
204,843
Lee Valley
98,901
98,733
218,320
215,683
97,118
91,322
ARS, Elred' etc
49,383
49,264
85,114
82,529
43,507
37,368
WBGS
17,858
17,644
14,676
14,593
11,598
11,688
Gateway desal
32,450
32,575
61,475
62,975
25,875
25,125
Vyrnwy support released
21,330
33,640
24,430
Vyrnwy support transferred
19,080
29,808
21,681
Severn-Trent support
Unsupported Severn
46,787
97,743
26,856
-

Figure 4 - Operation of 400 Ml/d STT with 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy, 247 Ml/d DO for Thames Water
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4.4 STT supported only by Severn Trent
Several options for support only from Severn Trent have been considered using the GARD
model:
Demands, transfers and DO in Ml/d
TW’s DO
S-T
DO for
gain over
transfer
Thames
300 Ml/d
Total SvT
London
Option
capacity
support
demand
Water
USTT
300 Ml/d USTT
300
2457
152
“SvT only” Option 1 –
300
103
2500
195
43
Minworth & Mythe
“SvT only” Option 2 –
300
128
2511
206
54
Minworth, Mythe & Draycote
“SvT only” Option 3 –
400
103
2543
238
84
Minworth & Mythe
“SvT only” Option 4 –
400
128
2557
252
100
Minworth, Mythe & Draycote
Note: Model input and output details on Figures A3 and A11-A14

Table 4 – Performance of “Severn Trent only” support options
The summary output from GARD’s model for each of these options is given in Appendix A,
including the adjustments to the LTCD needed to ensure Service Level compliance and intervals
between Service Levels are the same as the base case. From Table 4 it can be seen that:
•

•

•

If the STT transfer is restricted to 300 Ml/d, the gain in deployable output from the
Severn Trent support options is only about 50% of the support flows – the transfer has
insufficient capacity for the support flows and the available flows in the Severn
With a 400 Ml/d transfer about 80% of the available support from Severn Trent converts
into gain in deployable output for Thames Water, in addition to the DO from the
unsupported transfer
With a 400 Ml/d capacity transfer aqueduct, the addition of 25 Ml/d of regulation from
Draycote only adds 16 Ml/ to Thames Water’s deployable output

It is proposed that the 103 Ml/d “Severn Trent” only Option 3, with a 400 Ml/d transfer should
be carried into the next phase of option investigation – London demand 2543 Ml/d, DO 238
Ml/d. The performance of this option in 1933/34 is shown on Figure 5, with more model details
on Figure A13:
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Volumes of raw water in droughts (Ml)
Raw water sources in
1921
1933/34
1976
This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base
droughts
Thames
209,038
203,874
659,932
645,848
221,071
204,843
Lee Valley
98,743
98,733
218,043
215,683
96,942
91,322
ARS, Elred' etc
49,229
49,264
84,964
82,529
43,326
37,368
17,787
17,644
14,427
14,593
11,508
11,688
WBGS
Gateway desal
32,450
32,575
60,925
62,975
25,875
25,125
Vyrnwy support released
Vyrnwy support transferred
Severn-Trent support
24,226
42,799
20,693
41,208
81,595
25,258
Unsupported Severn

Figure 5 - Operation of 400 Ml/d STT with 103 Ml/d from Severn Trent, 238 Ml/d DO for TW
4.5 STT supported by both Vyrnwy and Minworth/Draycote/Mythe
In Section 4.2 it was shown that the deployable output of Thames Water’s proposed option, with
support from both Vyrnwy and Severn Trent, was limited by lack of capacity in the 300 Ml/d
Severn-Thames transfer aqueduct. The effect of increasing the transfer capacity is shown in
Table 5 and the associated GARD model summaries are shown on Figures A15 and A16 in
Appendix A (including the LTCD changes to achieve compliance with base case Service Levels and
intervals between Service Level events):
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Option
300 Ml/d USTT
TW’s proposed scheme
“Combined” Option 1
“Combined” Option 2

S-T
transfer
capacity
300
300
400
500

Demands, transfers and DO in Ml/d
DO for
DO gain
DO gain
over 300
over TW’s
London Thames
demand Water
Ml/d USTT
scheme
2457
152
2552
247
95
2607
302
150
55
2662
357
203
108

Continuous
direct supply
to UU
199
130
130
90

Notes: 1. Combined Option 2 assumes 240 Ml/d support from Vyrnwy and 128 Ml/d support from Severn Trent
All other options assume 180 Ml/d support from Vyrnwy and 128 Ml/d support from Severn Trent
2. More model details on Figures A3, A4, A15 and A16

Table 5 - Effect of increasing transfer capacity on combined Vyrnwy & SvT option
Table 5 shows that, if the Severn-Trent transfer capacity is increased from 300 Ml/d to 500 Ml/d,
the deployable output for Thames Water increases from 247 Ml/d to 355 Ml/d, a gain of 108
Ml/d. It is proposed that the “Combined” option 2 with a 500 Ml/d capacity aqueduct should be
taken forward to the next phase of Thames Water’s investigation. This would make full use of
the potential of supplies on offer from United Utilities and Severn Trent combined.
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Note: With this option a continuous direct supply of 90 Ml/d to UU can also be maintained

Volumes of raw water in droughts (Ml)
Raw water sources in
1921
1933/34
1976
This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base This option 2305 Base
droughts
Thames
213,178
203,874
666,078
645,848
227,840
204,843
Lee Valley
99,036
98,733
216,962
215,683
98,915
91,322
ARS, Elred' etc
49,467
49,264
83,366
82,529
45,430
37,368
WBGS
18,142
17,644
14,842
14,593
11,508
11,688
Gateway desal
32,200
32,575
61,650
62,975
25,875
25,125
Vyrnwy support released
27,120
43,120
31,450
Vyrnwy support transferred
24,291
38,340
27,945
Severn-Trent support
30,482
55,695
25,715
Unsupported Severn
42,304
95,171
23,969
Note: Details of GARD’s modelling of this option are shown on Figure A16 in Appendix A

Figure 6 - Operation of 500 Ml/d STT 308 Ml/d support, 357 Ml/d DO for TW
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With a 500 Ml/d capacity aqueduct from Deerhurst to the Thames, the supported SevernThames transfer can supply a 357 Ml/d deployable output for Thames Water, while still
maintaining a continuous direct supply of 90 Ml/d to United Utilities. In our opinion, if the
support is to be provided from all of Vyrnwy, Draycote, Minworth STW and Mythe the transfer
capacity should be increased to 500 Ml/d.
4.6 Upper limit to transfer capacity
Section 5.5.3 of the fine screening report sets a 300 Ml/d upper limit on the capacity of the
Severn to Thames transfer aqueduct:
It is proposed that only the 300Ml/d Severn-Thames Transfer option should be developed at
the conceptual design stage. While larger options could be feasible there are no currently
confirmed support options available above 300Ml/d, although additional options may
become available in future (e.g. transfers from Wales). A 600Ml/d option has been rejected
due to adverse effects on the River Thames environment.
It appears to have been assumed that the aqueduct capacity should be restricted to the nominal
support flow available – 180+128 Ml/d, say 300 Ml/d total, after allowing for losses. GARD’s
modelling, as described in Section 4.5 above, shows that over 100 Ml/d of additional deployable
output for Thames Water can be achieved by increasing the transfer capacity from 300 to 500
Ml/d. This is because, with the larger capacity aqueduct, the transfer can make use of natural
Severn water when it is available, as well as the support water. The support from United Utilities
and Severn Trent would be used in conjunction with natural Severn flows.
In Section 4.8 below, we have argued that the environmental impacts of a 500 Ml/d transfer
would be acceptable, even if discharging to Radcot, subject to suitable operating rules.
4.7 Cotswold canal transfer option
In principle, GARD supports the use of the Cotswold canal as the transfer aqueduct, if it is cost
effective and environmentally acceptable. We would support the concept of a two-phase
scheme, perhaps with a 250 Ml/d unsupported canal transfer followed by a 250 Ml/d supported
pipe transfer (or vice versa). However, until the Cotswold canal transfer feasibility report is
available we have no further comment.
4.8 Environmental impact of transfers
The draft report on the water quality and ecology investigations for the Severn to Thames
transfer was only made available a few days before the deadline for comments on the fine
screening report. The appendices to the report have not yet been made available. Therefore, at
this stage, we have only a few comments.
We welcome and support the summary conclusion on page v):
The pipeline transfer has relatively few significant impacts, which can be mitigated through
the provision of suitably engineered water treatment solutions prior to discharge to the River
Thames.
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The key will be selection and design of appropriate mitigation. We are surprised that so little
detail has been provided on potential mitigation measures. Pages 68 to 73 of the report,
describe a range of measures in general terms, but no attempt has been made to compare
alternative measures or to recommend measures for particular impacts. No recommendations
are made for how design of mitigation is to be tackled in the next stage of option investigation.
This needs to be addressed urgently, because choice of mitigation will have a big impact on
conceptual designs and costs.
We are surprised that water treatment has been identified as the primary means of dealing
with impacts. Although the possibility of reducing impacts by suspension of abstraction at times
of poor water quality in the Severn is mentioned on page 69, it appears to have been quickly
dismissed, with coagulation and settlement proposed instead. Has any serious attempt been
made to design a workable mitigation scheme by suspension of abstraction, based on analysis of
the frequency and duration of poor water quality events in the Severn? Has the analysis taken
account of future improvements in water quality in the Severn through planned water company
investments in wastewater treatment and storm sewer overflow reduction?
We are disappointed that no attempt appears to have been made to learn from the experience
of operating inter-regional raw water transfers elsewhere, as previously recommended by
GARD. If this has been done, it has not been reported. In particular, we think there should be a
properly reported investigation into the experience of operating the Ely-Ouse to Essex transfer
over the last 30 years. It has a lot in common with the Severn-Thames transfer:
•
•
•

Similar rates of water transfer (several hundred Ml/d)
From a large lowland river (the Ouse) to various much smaller upland rivers in
Suffolk and Essex
Intermittent use

For the Ely-Ouse to Essex scheme, what problems have been experienced with suspended solids,
nutrients, algal growth, agro-chemicals, erosion and transfer of invasive species? What
mitigation has been provided? Has water treatment been required? Is transfer suspended at
times of poor water quality? Are Zebra mussels and Quaggy mussels present and, if so, what
problems have they created? Has WFD status been affected? These are all issues that are likely
to have arisen and been dealt with for this scheme. What lessons have been learned?
We note that transfers of 300 Ml/d into the Thames are considered acceptable, but 600 Ml/d is
not. The 300 Ml/d transfer is at acceptable for discharge at Radcot, but the 600 Ml/d transfer is
not acceptable much further downstream at Culham. This seems irrational – the catchment area
and mean flow at Culham are nearly treble the Radcot values, so we would expect that, if 300
Ml/d is acceptable at Radcot, 600 Ml/d should be acceptable at Culham.
In our analysis of Severn-Thames transfer options reported in Section 4.6 above, we have shown
that the 300 Ml/d transfer is too small to make efficient use of the transfer options offered by
Severn Trent and United Utilities. We have concluded that transfer capacities of up to 500 Ml/d
would be needed to make best use of the available support water.
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We have also shown that during low flows in summer, the amount transferred would almost
always be restricted to the available support water, ie up to only 300 Ml/d, whereas the higher
transfers would only take place at times of higher Severn flows and usually in winter when flows
in the Thames are higher. This can all be seen on Figures 4, 5 and 6 above. Therefore, it should
be acceptable for the discharge point for the larger capacity transfers to remain at Radcot,
subject to restriction on the size of transfers at low Thames river flows, mostly in summer. This
would be a lot cheaper than discharging at Culham, but the restriction on the magnitude of
summer transfers would have only a small impact on deployable output.
We propose that transfer capacities of up to 500 Ml/d should be considered and the optimum
discharge location determined.

5. Reservoir options
5.1 Choice of reservoir site
We are concerned about the lack of evidence and subjectivity of the decision to select Abingdon
as the reservoir site in preference to Marsh Gibbon or Chinnor:
1. We understand that the original selection of Abingdon as the preferred site, back in the
1990s, was primarily because it was one of the few sites able to accommodate a large
150 Mm3 reservoir. This argument doesn’t apply for the reservoir options of 75 Mm3 or
less, so Abingdon, Chinnor and Marsh Gibbon should be examined to the same
standards for the smaller reservoir sizes

2. The decision to screen out Chinnor and Marsh Gibbon seems primarily to have been
made on the basis of cost – “excessively costly compared to reuse, desalination and
Abingdon reservoir”. Thames Water should provide a breakdown of the comparative
costings between the three sites, including the estimated quantities of the main
construction items (eg earthworks, rip-rap, pipework, concrete). We appreciate that
Thames Water do not wish to reveal unit cost rates for commercial reasons, but they
could be quoted in a fake currency to disguise the true cost.

3. We understand that the proposed embankments at Abingdon have exceptionally flat
slopes because geotechnical investigations revealed the weak soils available at the site.
If the embankments at Chinnor and Marsh Gibbon have been assumed to have the same
slopes as Abingdon, the costs will have been over-estimated in the event that the local
soils allow the embankments to be designed steeper. The feasibility reports show no
detail of embankment cross-sections, which leads us to suspect that this has not been
considered in appropriate detail.
4. The reports say that there is geological uncertainty in relation to the Marsh Gibbon and
Chinnor sites – that uncertainty could lead to the scheme costs being over-estimated,
not under-estimated. Therefore, the geotechnical investigations should be carried out
on those sites before a decision is made. This would enable embankment slopes to be
properly designed for each site and enable more reliable estimates.
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If the smaller sizes of reservoir are to still to be considered in the next stage of the investigation,
Marsh Gibbon and Chinnor sites should be retained to enable a fair comparison to be made. The
overall work on reservoirs can be contained by reducing the number of Abingdon options to be
investigated, as we have proposed in Section 5.2 below.
5.2 Size of scheme and potential for phasing
The fine screening report suggests that four reservoir sizes in the range 75 Mm3 to 150 Mm3
should be taken forward to the next stage, plus two options for phased development: 30+90
Mm3 and 70+50 Mm3. This seems excessive. There are many more potential options for variants
of the raw water transfer and reuse schemes, but they have been reduced to a modest number.
The large number of reservoir options being taken forward suggests that too much of the limited
time of Thames Water and their consultants will be expended on the reservoir options, with
insufficient attention to the other major option types. It implies that Thames Water have already
decided that a reservoir will be needed.
From the perspective of local communities and businesses, any reservoir, regardless of size, will
cause massive disruption during at least five years of construction, followed by a long term
major change to the local environs. A phased scheme would be particularly bad, causing
construction disruption in two separate periods. The construction of the first phase and the
threat of a second phase would put a long-term blight on property prices. GARD would oppose
in particular the 30+90 Mm3 phased option, which would still cause big disruption in the first
phase, followed by a continuing major threat of a much bigger second phase.
We note that, with the phased options, the ultimate capacity of the final development would be
reduced from 150 Mm3 to 120 Mm3. This is because a large area of land is taken up by the extra
embankment that is shared between the two phases. Therefore, phasing of the scheme would
reduce the water resource potential of the scheme by 20%, wasting a substantial part of what
Thames Water consider to be their best reservoir site.
We propose that the options taken forward to the next phase should include only the single
phase 75 and 150 Mm3 options.
5.3 Deployable output of reservoir options
Thames Water’s estimates of deployable outputs for various sizes of the Abingdon reservoir
were quoted at the Stakeholder meeting on 6th October as per Table 6 below. The feasibility
report gives no details of how these figures were derived or the underlying assumptions. It is
extraordinary that the feasibility report on reservoirs contains no hydrological information.
Therefore, we have checked the deployable outputs using GARD’s model assuming:
•

The nominal storage is assumed to be live storage

•

Emergency storage in Abingdon reservoir of 30 days of demand relative to the base
case; emergency storage in the London reservoirs 48.5 Mm3 as for base case

•

Culham flows as Days Weir (factored from Teddington flows if no Days Weir record)

•

Reservoir refill capacity to enable the reservoir to be filled in 150 days at full capacity
and subject to the EA’s proposed hands off flow of Q50 at Culham (1408 Ml/d)
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•

Regulation release capacity adjusted to optimise deployable output

•

Regulation release when Teddington flow has been below 3000 Ml/d for 10 days and
London reservoir storage is below the GARD proposed trigger line for the STT

•

Lower Thames Control Diagram always as 2305 Ml/d base case for existing supplies

With these assumptions, GARD’s assessments of deployable outputs are as Table 6:
Reservoir size
TW’s DO (Ml/d)
GARD’s DO (Ml/d)

30 Mm3
63
66

50 Mm3
101
105
3

75 Mm3
152
155

100 Mm3
205
203

125 Mm3
248
248

150 Mm3
291
291

3

Note: details of GARD’s modelling of the 75 Mm and 150 Mm are on Figures A17 and A18, Appendix A

Table 6 - Comparison of Thames Water and GARD DO estimates for Abingdon reservoir

Table 6 shows that GARD’s deployable output estimates are similar to Thames Water’s – we
agree Thames Water’s figures. The similarity of the estimates also shows that GARD’s modelling
assumptions are valid, so the model can be used with confidence for the assessment of
resilience of the Abingdon reservoir against climate change and severe droughts, as described in
Section 6.
5.4 Assessment of fine screening criteria
We have a number of comments on the fine screening criteria for reservoir options, as shown on
Table 5.13 of the fine screening report, with further explanation on Table B.3. Whilst accepting
that there is inevitable subjectivity in assessing these criteria, we disagree with a number of
them:
•

SEA (ie environmental impact): We do not accept that the reservoir has the same
environmental impact as raw water transfer, reuse, desalination and direct river
abstraction. How can a 7 sq. km, 25 m high structure in a rural location and visible for
miles around be equated to buried pipelines and developments at existing sewage
works? The disruption to local communities will be immense for the reservoir and slight
for other options. The reservoir scores should show a solid red mark for this.

•

Cost: We consider that, when the deployable output of reservoir options is reduced to
allow for extended droughts (see Section 6.4 below), the unit costs of water will rise by
at least 30%. We also think that, when the deployable output of raw water transfer
options are properly assessed as we have proposed in Section 4, the transfer options will
provide the cheapest costs and the reservoir options will be amongst the most
expensive. The reservoir scores should show a solid red mark for this.

•

Local acceptability: The 75 Mm3 Abingdon reservoir would not be moderately
acceptable locally. It would be substantially unacceptable as for the larger Abingdon
options. It should show a solid red mark for this.

•

Phasing: The loss of 20% of the potential storage through phasing, as pointed out in
Section 5.2 above, is a major drawback of phasing, as is the repeated construction
disruption and prolonged property blight. Although phasing is physically possible, the
options should be shown as moderately unsuitable for phasing.
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•

Drought: As we show in Section 6.4 below, the reservoir options would perform poorly
in extended droughts because of the inability to refill over winter. All the reservoir
options should show a solid red mark. Table 5.13 and the commentary on Table B.3
shows the larger reservoirs performing better in droughts. Our analysis shows this is not
the case – the larger reservoirs are more affected by the lack of winter rainfall in
extended droughts.

In our opinion, the assessment of these criteria has been strongly biased in favour of reservoir
options. They should be corrected to demonstrate a more balanced view.

6. Resilience to severe droughts and climate change
6.1 Thames Water’s assessment of resilience
The fine screening report gives subjective, un-quantified assessments of resilience to severe
droughts and climate change by assigning schemes into five categories – neutral, substantial or
material benefit, and substantial or material disbenefit. Unsupported Severn-Thames transfers
are said to have no resilience to severe droughts and were screened out in the first phase of
investigation. The findings for other options are:
•
•

For climate change, all option types are shown as providing substantial benefit except
the Teddington and Lee direct abstractions which are said to provide “material” benefit
For severe droughts, desalination and effluent reuse are given mainly substantial
benefits, transfers are neutral and reservoirs are general allocated moderate disbenefit,
except the smallest size 75 Mm3 which is allocated substantial disbenefit.

No evidence is provided to justify these categorisations. This is a major weakness in the fine
screening report, bearing in mind that:
•
•

A major option, the unsupported Severn-Thames transfer has been screened out on the
grounds of lack of resilience
Another major option, the Abingdon reservoir, has been retained despite being classified
as having material or substantial dis-benefits due to lack of resilience

There are also many vague and subjective comments on resilience in the fine screening report
and the various feasibility reports, for example:
•

For unsupported transfers - “Failed on resilience to drought (Hands-off flow prevents
abstraction at times when water is needed by Thames Water) (Fine Screening Report
page 46)

•

With the projected wetter winters, any need for winter refill support would likely reduce.
Whilst water would be available in the winter to transfer from the River Severn, Thames
Water would be unable to capture it due to its limited reservoir capacity (currently 90
days of demand although this will reduce as demand grows) and as a result a transfer
might not be required. As such, the unsupported raw water transfers would not offer any
water resource benefit. (Fine Screening Report page 31)
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•

Climate change projections suggest that summer support would be of increasing
importance. Options such as wastewater reuse, desalination, reservoir storage or
supported transfers would offer substantial benefits....... Unsupported raw water
transfers would not, and as such this would be a substantial disbenefit of that option
type. (Fine Screening Report page 31)

•

The provision of additional storage in the London supply system would provide extra
operational flexibility and security to deal with outages. This would be a substantial
benefit of a supported option type over an unsupported option type, as the availability of
an unsupported supply would be highly uncertain; strictly controlled by other factors
such as seasonal timing and river flows etc. (Fine Screening Report page 32)

•

The resource benefits of these [Severn-Thames transfer] options would all be diminished
as a result of increasingly wetter winters and drier summers. The need for winter support
of London’s reservoirs would reduce and summer support would be of greater
importance. Fully supported transfer would be resilient to these issues. (Fine Screening
Report page 87)

In the fine screening and feasibility reports, no evidence is supplied to substantiate these
statements. Thames Water’s conclusions seem to depend on Water UK’s findings, which include
the statement:
•

Unsupported transfers between major river systems are not considered to be reliable by
this study. (Water UK page 186)

We consider this to be wrong, because there appears to have been a fundamental flaw in the
Water UK modelling. This is exemplified by the following extract from pages 138/9 of Water UK’s
report:
This [supplies to the Thames/London region] represents the most complicated ‘conjunctive
use’ section of the model, and much of the behaviour depends on the size and nature of the
transfers that are proposed between the River Severn and the River Thames (the SevernThames transfer). Differences between Portfolios 1[baseline climate change, historic
drought] (shown below) and 3 [extended climate change, severe drought] clearly show that
an un-supported transfer struggles to produce the level of resilience that is anticipated by the
Portfolio. Portfolio 1, where the transfer isn’t ‘supported’ should be resilient to the worst
historic event, but fails to achieve this [our highlight]. This is because the Portfolio assumes
that Severn Trent can release water for transfer simply by reducing abstraction from the
Severn. In reality the timing of need between the two regions isn’t straightforward, so
releases of raw water need to be supported by dedicated storage systems before they can be
made to work.
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Plot from page 138 of Water UK report (assumed to show USTT historic 1920 to 2010)
Water UK’s plot above appears to show that with an unsupported Severn to Thames transfer,
the residual London storage in droughts would be reduced to zero, as compared to the target
residual emergency storage of about 50,000 Ml. This finding is widely different to GARD’s
modelling of a 300 Ml/d unsupported transfer supplying a deployable output of 152 Ml/d, which
showed a minimum residual storage of about 53,000 Ml in the historic period 1920 to 2008. This
illustrated in for the droughts of 1921, 1933/34 and 1975/76 in our earlier Figure 7. The storage
in the London reservoirs with the 300 Ml/d unsupported transfer delivering 152 Ml/d deployable
output over the full 90-year period, equivalent to Water UK’s plot above, is shown in Figure 7:
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Figure 7 - GARD's modelling of London storage 1920 -2008 with 300 Ml/d USTT & 152 Ml/d DO
The big differences in GARD and Water UK modelling in the two plots above seems likely to be
due to:
1. Water UK appear to have assumed that all transferred water must come from water
otherwise needed for Severn Trent’s supplies, taking no account of the surplus water
available in the Severn in excess of Severn Trent and other water company needs. This
seems to be implied by Water UK’s wording quoted above – “This is because the
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Portfolio assumes that Severn Trent can release water for transfer simply by reducing
abstraction from the Severn. In reality the timing of need between the two regions isn’t
straightforward, so releases of raw water need to be supported by dedicated storage
systems before they can be made to work.” GARD’s modelling described in Section 4 of
this report shows that the reality is that, even during severe droughts, there is water
available in the Severn, beyond Severn Trent’s needs, for typically half the duration of
the drought. Even though this surplus Severn water is not available every day, it still
contributes a large volume of water to London over the duration of the drought. This
volume of water is invaluable because:
•

It helps the London reservoirs to refill over winter in prolonged droughts like
1933/34, 1943/44 and 1975/76

•

It slows the drawdown of the reservoirs during droughts, especially when the
drought extends into the autumn and surplus flow is always available in the
Severn, typically about 2 months before flows pick up in the Thames (see our
earlier Figure 2 and associated text concerning geological differences between
the catchments)

2. Water UK’s modelling may have assumed that transfers to London have to be supplied
continuously by the Severn to Thames transfer (the magnitude of the transfer is not
clear from the report). Obviously there is a limit to what can be continuously supplied
from the unsupported transfer, but that does not mean that all unsupported transfers
are unreliable and must be supported by storage.
Thames Water appear to have accepted Water UK’s conclusions on unsupported transfers
without question, despite the fact that their own modelling of unsupported transfers also shows
that a substantial deployable output can be maintained for London throughout the 90-year
historic flow sequence. In their letter to GARD of 19th October 2016, there are vague statements
about the non-availability of natural Severn water in droughts due to the need to fill Severn
Trent’s own reservoirs, for example:
Analysis shows that an unsupported Severn Thames Transfer relies on the availability of
water in the 'shoulder' spring and autumn seasons to offset demand on the London
reservoirs, and the existing abstraction from the River Severn in those periods is clearly lower
than both the licence and, crucially, the abstraction that occurs once the Severn Trent
reservoirs start to hit their control curves in the late spring/summer
There is no evidence supplied to back up this statement, either in Thames Water’s report or
Water UK’s. No evidence has been provided to quantify the reduction of water available in the
Severn due to climate change and Severn Trent’s increasing needs.
Furthermore, no evidence has been provided to quantify the loss of deployable output from the
Abingdon reservoir due to climate change and severe droughts, despite the recognition in the
fine screening report (table 5.13 on page 56) that this is a moderate or substantial dis-benefit of
the reservoir options.
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In our opinion, the lack of quantified evidence on climate change and severe drought resilience
is a major weakness of the fine screening report.
6.2 GARD’s methodology for assessing resilience to climate change and drought
To address the absence of quantified evidence on resilience, we have used the GARD model to
undertake some simple analysis of the likely impacts of climate change and severe droughts. We
have modelled the following scenarios:
1. Scenario 1, climate change:
•

All river flows in the Thames and Severn catchments decreased by 22% in
summer (April to September) and increased by 22% in winter (October to March)
– based on UKCP 09 climate change report, page 106, mid-range changes in
seasonal precipitation (see extract in Appendix A, Figure A19)

•

In addition, flows available in the Severn at Deerhurst reduced by another 100
Ml/d at all times, to allow for increased future abstraction by Severn Trent – a
crude assumption based on historic abstraction records from Severn Trent and
the 181 Ml/d present licence for refilling Draycote reservoir. However, London
DO is little affected by this assumption (-/+ 4Ml/d if the assumed Severn Trent
abstraction rises to 200 Ml/d or drops to zero).

2. Scenario 2, droughts worse than historic record:
•

Flows in the worst single-season drought in the historic record, May to
December 1921, to be preceded by the flows from July 1975 to April 1976, an
exceptionally dry winter and spring (Thames Water are known to have concerns
that the 1921 drought would have been a lot worse if it had been preceded by a
dry winter)

•

Flows in the worst two-season drought in the historic record, July 1933 to
October 1934, to be followed by the flows from November 1975 to September
1976, creating an exceptionally severe 3-year drought

3. Scenario 3, Scenarios 1 and 2 combined
We have modelled these three scenarios for the existing supplies (the 2305 Ml/d base case) and
future four options:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unsupported 300 Ml/d Severn-Thames transfer
75 Mm3 Abingdon reservoir
400 Ml/d Severn transfer supported by 308Ml/d from Vyrnwy and Severn Trent
150 Mm3 Abingdon reservoir

The first two options both have deployable outputs of about 150 Ml/d under historic conditions;
the second two options both have deployable outputs of about 300 Ml/d under historic
conditions. Together they provide a comparison of resilience of small and large Severn-Thames
transfer and Abingdon reservoir options.
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6.3 Resilience against climate change
The performance of the four options under climate change, Scenario 1, is shown in Table 7
below. For modelling each option, all summer river flow are reduced by 22% and all winter river
flows are increased by 22%; for the Severn-Thames transfer options, all River Severn flows have
been reduced by another 100 Ml/d to allow for future increases in abstraction by Severn Trent.
Option
Existing London supplies
with climate change
300 Ml/d USTT
75 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir
400 Ml/d STT with 308
Ml/d support from
Vyrnwy & SvT
150 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir

Demand met
with climate
change
2151 (2305
without CC)
2246

Option DO
with climate
change

Option DO
without climate
change

Loss/gain in DO
due to climate
change

-

-

-154

95

152

-57

2302

151

154

-3

2438

287

302

-15

2453

302

291

+11

Table 7 - Impact of climate change on option types
This shows that the reservoir options and supported transfers would all have good resilience
against the +/-22% climate change assumption. The unsupported transfer would lose about 40%
of its deployable output, but certainly not the total loss of deployable output claimed by Thames
Water and Water UK.
6.4 Resilience against droughts longer than historic
For assessing the impact of extended droughts, river flow data in GARD’s model has been
adjusted by:
•

Extending the 1921 drought: flows for July 1920 to April 1921 replaced by flows from
July 1975 to April 1976, an exceptionally dry winter and spring – the drought then
extends from April 1920 to December 1921

•

Extending the 1933/34 drought: flows for November 1934 to September 1935 replaced
by flows for November 1975 to September 1976 –the drought then extends from July
1933 to September 1935, three dry summers spanning two dry winters

The resilience to the extended droughts has then been modelled to address two questions:
•

Firstly, if schemes are operated at the deployable output determined using historic
droughts, what would be the impact on supplies if the extended droughts occur without
planning for them? This is the situation faced by Thames Water in spring 2012, following
the very dry 2010/2011 – fortunately it rained heavily in summer 2012.

•

Secondly, assuming that the system deployable output has been adjusted to take
account of the extended droughts, what is the loss of DO compared to the DO with the
historic record?
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Impact on supplies if extended droughts occur without planning for them
The performance of the existing supplies, Severn transfer options and Abingdon reservoir
options in extended droughts have been compared by simulating their operation in the
extended droughts of a) assuming 1921 preceded by the river flows of winter 1975/76, and b)
assuming 1933/34 was followed by river flows of 1975/76.
The major finding from this analysis is that the Abingdon reservoir options perform disastrously
when droughts extend into a third year, if this occurs when the reservoir operates at the
deployable output derived using the historic 90-year flow records. This is illustrated in Figure 8:
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Figure 8 - Operation of Upper Thames Reservoir if the 1933/34 drought extends into 1935
For both the 75Mm3 and 150 Mm3 reservoir options, there would be minimal flows available to
refill the reservoir in winter 1933/34. With the drought continuing in 1934, the reservoir would
be empty by early November 1934. There would again be minimal winter refill in 1934/35 if river
flows were as for winter 1975/76. Consequently, the London reservoirs would drop deep into
emergency storage in late summer 1935. For the 150 Mm3 UTR option, the London reservoirs
would empty completely. There would be a catastrophic failure of London’s supplies.
The extent of supply failure is shown in Figure 9 which also shows the equivalent much better
performance of the unsupported and supported Severn-Thames transfer options.
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The Severn to Thames transfer options provide almost complete resilience against extended
droughts. This is because, even in the driest winters, there is always a lot of water available to
transfer from the Severn. This is in marked contrast to the Thames, where flows can remain low
for the entire winter. This is caused by the porous geology of the Thames catchment and,
consequently, the delayed response to rainfall in the chalk and limestone tributaries which drain
much of the Thames catchment.
It is acknowledged that our approach of “bolting together” the droughts of 1921, 1933/34 and
1975/76 is crude. However, dry winters are common in the Thames flow record. Since 1920,
there have been 8 winters, October to April, when the total water available to fill the Abingdon
reservoir has been less than 50 Mm3 (assuming a hands-off flow of Q50, 1450 Ml/d, as proposed
by the Environment Agency and a refill pumping capacity of 1000 Ml/d). Of these, there have
been three winters where the available volume has been less than 10 Mm3. Therefore, a threeyear drought with two successive dry winters is a realistic possibility, leaving the Abingdon
reservoir close to empty at the start of the third summer. This should be taken into account
when assessing the deployable output.
Loss of deployable output allowing for extended droughts
The loss of deployable output if the supplies are designed to allow for the extended droughts is
shown in Table 8:

Option
Existing London supplies
with extended droughts
300 Ml/d unsupported
STT
75 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir
400 Ml/d STT with 308
Ml/d support from
Vyrnwy & SvT
150 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir

Demand met
with
extended
droughts
2298 (2305
without CC)

Option DO
with
extended
droughts

Option DO with
historic
droughts

Loss in DO due
to extended
droughts

-

-

-7

2452

154

152

+2

2406

108

154

-46

2585

287

302

-15

2486

188

291

-103

Table 8 - Loss of deployable output (Ml/d) if options are designed for extended droughts
This analysis shows that the deployable output of Severn-Thames transfer options are little
affected by extended droughts. The assessment of deployable output using the historic record
already takes account of the driest winters since 1920, so consecutive occurrences do not make
matters worse. The unsupported transfer performs particularly well under this scenario because
it does not depend on the winter recovery of a reservoir supplying support.
For the Abingdon reservoir, deployable output drops by about 30-35% when allowing for a
three-year drought.
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6.5 Resilience against climate change and droughts worse than historic
The impact on deployable output if the extended droughts occur with summer/winter flows
affected +/- 22% due to climate change is shown in Table 9:
Option
Existing London supplies
with extended droughts
300 Ml/d unsupported
STT
75 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir
400 Ml/d STT with 308
Ml/d support from
Vyrnwy & SvT
150 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir

Demand met
with CC &
extended
droughts
2151 (2305
for base)

Option DO
with CC &
extended
droughts

Option DO with
historic
droughts

Loss in DO due
to CC &
extended
droughts

-

-

-154

2232

81

152

-71

2273

122

154

-32

2440

289

302

-13

2375

224

291

-77

Table 9 - Resilience to climate change and extended droughts (Ml/d)
Compared to the impacts of extended droughts without climate change (Table 8), deployable
outputs increase with the reservoir options because the increased winter rainfall helps to refill
the reservoir in the second dry winter. In contrast, the unsupported transfer performs worse
because the London reservoirs refill more over-winter because of the wetter winters with
climate change.
6.6 GARD’s conclusions on resilience to climate change and severe droughts
The variation of deployable output with different climate change and severe drought
assumptions is shown on Table 10:
Option
Existing London supplies
– DO change
300 Ml/d unsupported
STT
75 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir
400 Ml/d STT with 308
Ml/d support from
Vyrnwy & SvT
150 Mm3 Abingdon
reservoir

Historic
flows

Climate
change only
+/- 22%

Extended
drought

Extended
drought and
climate change

-

-154

-7

-154

152

95 (-57)

154 (+2)

81 (-73)

154

151 (-3)

108 (-46)

122 (-32)

302

287 (-15)

287 (-15)

289 (-13)

291

302 (+11)

188 (-103)

224 (-67)

Table 10 – Variation of DO with various climate change and drought scenarios (Ml/d)
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From Table 10, the following conclusions can be drawn about the resilience of option types:
•

The unsupported Severn-Thames transfer is resilient against extended drought, but
could lose 40% of its DO with climate change (but still retaining a 95 Ml/d DO)

•

The reservoir options are resilient against climate change, but badly affected by
extended droughts

•

The supported Severn-Thames transfer is resilient against both climate change and
extended droughts

There is a fundamental difference between the threats posed by extended droughts and climate
change – the extended drought threat exists now; climate change threat is low now, but could
increase looking into the future. This needs to be taken into account in planning the sequence of
resource developments, including the phasing of developments. For example, the unsupported
Severn-Thames transfer could be confidently implemented early in a development programme,
with a DO of about 150 Ml/d, followed by later support from Vyrnwy and/or Severn Trent as
climate changes.
For the reservoir options, the threat of a 3-year drought exists now and should be allowed for in
assessing their deployable output.
GARD’s resilience analysis described above has been undertaken in a few days’ work (but has
involved several hundred 90-year simulations of London’s supplies, using GARD’s model). We do
not suggest that this has been a definitive analysis. However, it has thrown up some important
conclusions about the likely resilience of option types. It has also allowed us to see the
complexity of the required analysis and sensitivity to modelling assumptions, for example:
•

In the resilience assessments, we have modelled London’s supplies assuming the use of
the latest Lower Thames Control Diagram. In the climate change simulations, there are
substantial Level of Service failures for the base case and all option types. We have
ignored the Level of Service failures in all cases, and the quoted deployable outputs are
those achievable without dropping into emergency storage. Has this simplification led to
significant errors in deployable outputs?

•

Climate change resilience is strongly linked to the assumption of 22% increase in winter
river flows by the 2080s. This favours the reservoir options because winter refill
improves, but disadvantages the unsupported transfer because the benefits of
additional water for winter reservoir refill are negated. What if the 22% increase in
winter flows does not materialise, but summer flows are still reduced? What if the 22%
increase in winter flows applies only to wet winters (ie more flooding), but dry winters
are unchanged or even get drier?

These are questions that Thames Water needs to address early in the next stage of investigation.
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7. TW’s future work programme
Whilst broadly supporting the work programme described in Section 11.3 of the fine screening
report, we have major concerns over the continuing lack of attention to the hydrological work
and simulation modelling needed for the conceptual design of options and assessment of their
resilience, environmental impacts and costs. The issues that need to be addressed are:
1. The deployable output achievable by the 300 Ml/d unsupported Severn-Thames transfers
under a range of climate change and drought scenarios, taking account of future needs of
Severn Trent and other abstractors.
2. The deployable output achievable by a variety of Severn-Thames transfer support options,
operated in conjunction with natural Severn flows, with a range of climate change and
drought scenarios. There is a large number of sub-options and there appears to have been
no work at all as yet to find appropriate combinations of support and transfer capacity.
3. For Severn Trent and United Utilities, for the support options considered by Thames Water,
what are the impacts on their own company supplies and what is the consequent impact on
water availability in the Severn itself?
4. For all of the water companies concerned in Severn transfers, a programme of collaborative
modelling is needed to understand reciprocal benefits and impacts.
5. The deployable output achievable by the Upper Thames Reservoir options needs to be
reassessed under a range of climate change and severe drought scenarios. GARD’s modelling
for this report has shown how the resilience of the reservoir can be drastically affected by
extended droughts. How realistic are the scenarios modelled by GARD? What would be
appropriate to allow for in assessing deployable output?
6. For the Lower Lee direct river abstraction, hydrological analysis of water availability under a
range of water quality constraints, combined with simulation modelling to determine the
deployable output achievable if the direct river abstraction is operate conjunctively with the
Lee Valley reservoirs.
7. For all options, investigation of the changes needed to the Lower Thames Control Diagram to
enable the deployable output of options to be optimised while complying with the targets
for Levels of Service and river flow regimes set by the regulators. From our own modelling,
we have identified that significant changes are needed to the LTCD to optimise the output
from various option types, even assuming no climate change. Our modelling has shown that
with climate change, substantial changes will be needed to the LTCD. Deployable output
cannot be reliably determined without taking this into account.
8. For the transfer, effluent reuse and desalination options, what are the operating rules
needed to optimise deployable output and operating cost?
We have seen no evidence that any of this work is being planned by Thames Water. Without it,
we don’t think credible decisions on future supplies can be made.
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Appendix A – GARD’s simulation model
1. Description of GARD’s model
GARD’s model is an almost exact replica of the component of Thames Water’s WARMS2 model
that simulates of London’s supplies. Unlike WARMS2, GARD’s model does not use rainfall/run-off
modelling to generate river flows. Instead it uses the flows generated by the rainfall/run-off
component of WARMS2 for flows in the Rivers Thames, Lee, Severn, Mole and Hogsmill. It
provides a daily simulation of the operation of the London supply system, 1920 to 2008,
including all the detailed water supply operating rules in WARMS2:
1. The operation of the latest Lower Thames Control Diagram as reported in Thames
Water’s Annual Review 2016, including allowance for a “dynamic” emergency storage
level which provides 30 days of emergency storage.
2. Levels of Service and Teddington Target Flows, triggered by the LTCD, including demand
reductions at the various Levels of Service, as WRMP14.
3. Abstraction from the Thames, using the same pump ceilings as WARMS2, the same rules
concerning flows in the Mole and Hogsmill and an allowance for upper reservoir refill
constraints.
4. Abstraction from the Lee, storage in the Lee reservoirs, balancing flows in the ThamesLee tunnel, are all simulated, as WARMS2.
5. Operation of the Gateway desalination scheme, all ARS schemes, ELDRED, Hoddesdon,
Stratford Box and the West Berkshire Ground Water Scheme, all as WARMS2.
6. Deployable output of London’s supplies is determined as the demand that can be
sustained throughout daily simulation of 1920 to 2008, without storage dropping in
LTCD Level 4.
7. Operation of the Severn-Thames transfer is simulated, using the latest Severn flow
record for Deerhurst, as supplied by HRW in 2016. The model can switch between
alternative transfer trigger rules.
8. Daily operation of Vyrnwy reservoir is simulated using input flow data and operating
rules supplied by United Utilities, including the Environment Agency’s operating manual
for the Severn regulation system.
9. Daily operation of the Abingdon reservoir is simulated using the Days Weir flow record,
pump capacity to refill in 150 days and using the EA’s Q50 hands-off flow for abstraction.
10. Climate change impacts can be assessed by varying perturbation factors applied to all
river flow records for summer (April to September) and winter (October to March)
The model operates as an Excel 2010 spreadsheet. It is a large, 150 Mb file. It takes about 90-120
seconds to run a 90-year simulation of the operation of the London supply system, including the
Severn-Thames transfer, Vyrnwy reservoir, Abingdon reservoir, etc. The short run time compares
with about 1 hour for running WARMS2.
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2. Validation with WARMS2
GARD’s model has been validated by comparing output with four scenarios of WARMS2 output
that have been provided by Thames Water: the 2246 Ml/d base case used in Annual Review
2015, the 2305 Ml/d base case used for Annual Review 2016, the unsupported Severn-Thames
transfer using TW’s interpretation of GARD’s proposed trigger rule and the unsupported SevernThames transfer using TW’s proposed trigger rule.
The WARMS2 model output for the 2305 Ml/d base case provides the following summary of the
90-year operation of the London supplies, copied from the ‘DO model runs’ worksheet of the
WARMS2 output supplied to GARD:

Demand (Ml/d)
Status
Progress
Level 1 events
Level 2 events
Level 3 events
Level 4 events
Failures
Days below threshold 1
Days below threshold 2
Days below threshold 3
Min days between Level 1 & 2
Min days between Level 2 & 3
Level 1 days
Level 2 days
Level 3 days
Level 4 days
Level 1 & 2 min delay year
Level 2 & 3 min delay year

Limit

Applied

20
10
5
0
0
340
300
140
14
56

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE

WARMS2
2305
DO Run
16
7
4
0
0
350
336
127
14
75
1807
832
404
0
1934
1921

GARD
2305
DO run
16
8
5
0
0
349
336
127
14
75
1809
831
401
0
1934
1921

Table A1 - Operation summary for WARMS2 and GARD modelling of 2305 Ml/d base case
The 2305 Ml/d base case has been simulated using GARD’s updated model, which incorporates all
the latest data and operating rules used in WARMS2. The updated GARD model includes several
improvements from the version used in Colin Fenn’s audit of the GARD model:
•
•
•

Detailed simulation of all the ARS schemes, Eldred, West Berkshire Groundwater Scheme,
Hoddesdon and Stratford Box
Detailed simulation of the Lee Valley system, including the River Lee abstractions and Lee
Valley reservoirs, allowing separate simulation of simulation of the Thames Valley reservoirs
Detailed simulation of the operation of the Thames-Lee tunnel

The updated GARD model output for the 2305 Ml/d base case is summarised on Figure A1 at the
back of this note. Figure A2 shows the nearly perfect match to WARMS2 output in the 1921/22
drought which governs deployable output.
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The LTCD compliance data from the GARD modelling of 2305 Ml/d base case, shown in the yellow
highlighted column, are compared with the WARMS2 data in Table A1. The WARMS2 and GARD
models are an exact match for the deployable output of 2305 Ml/d and an almost exact match for all
the LTCD compliance criteria.
The almost exact match of the WARMS2 and GARD model output provides a check on the
computational accuracy of both models – both models are computing correctly.
3. Output from GARD’s model
The main model input and output parameters are shown on a single screen, including plots of the
daily operation of the London reservoirs in the droughts of 1921/22, 1933/34 and 1975/76. The
model has a hydrograph plotting worksheet which has generated all of the plots in this report.
The plots at the back of this Appendix are listed below:
Figure
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19

List of Figures in Appendix A
Title
GARD model summary operation of 2305 Ml/d base case
Comparison of GARD and WARMS2 modelling of the 2305 Ml/d base case in 1921
GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d unsupported Severn-Thames transfer
GARD model summary of TW’s Severn-Thames transfer proposal - 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy
and 128 Ml/d Severn Trent support with 300 Ml/d transfer
GARD model summary of 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy and 128 Ml/d from Severn Trent with 400
Ml/d transfer
“Vyrnwy only” Option 1 - GARD model summary of 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 300
Ml/d transfer
“Vyrnwy only” Option 2 - GARD model summary of 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 400
Ml/d transfer
“Vyrnwy only” Option 3 - GARD model summary of 230 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 300
Ml/d transfer
“Vyrnwy only” Option 4 - GARD model summary of 230 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 400
Ml/d transfer
“Vyrnwy only” Option 5 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 400
Ml/d transfer
“Severn Trent only” Option 1 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d STT supported by
103 Ml/d from Minworth and Mythe
“Severn Trent only” Option 2 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d STT supported by
128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
- “Severn Trent only” Option 3 - GARD model summary of 400 Ml/d STT supported by
103 Ml/d from Minworth and Mythe
“Severn Trent only” Option 4 - GARD model summary of 400 Ml/d STT supported by
128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
“Combined” Option 1 - GARD model summary of 400 Ml/d STT supported by 180 Ml/d
from Vyrnwy & 128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
“Combined” Option 2 - GARD model summary of 500 Ml/d STT supported by 240 Ml/d
from Vyrnwy & 128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
GARD model summary of 150 Mm3 Upper Thames Reservoir with 291 Ml/d DO
GARD model summary of 75 Mm3 Upper Thames Reservoir with 155 Ml/d DO
UKCP 09 Summer/winter climate change rainfall projections
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Figure A1 – GARD model summary operation of 2305 Ml/d base case
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Figure A2 – comparison of GARD and WARMS2 modelling of the 2305 Ml/d base case in 1921
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Figure A3 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d unsupported Severn-Thames transfer
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Figure A4 - GARD model summary of TW’s Severn-Thames transfer proposal - 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy and 128 Ml/d Severn Trent support with 300 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A5 - GARD model summary of 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy and 128 Ml/d from Severn Trent with 400 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A6 - “Vyrnwy only” Option 1 - GARD model summary of 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 300 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A7 - “Vyrnwy only” Option 2 - GARD model summary of 180 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 400 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A8 - “Vyrnwy only” Option 3 - GARD model summary of 230 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 300 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A9 - “Vyrnwy only” Option 4 - GARD model summary of 230 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 400 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A10 - “Vyrnwy only” Option 5 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d Vyrnwy release with 400 Ml/d transfer
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Figure A11 - “Severn Trent only” Option 1 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d STT supported by 103 Ml/d from Minworth and Mythe
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Figure A12 - “Severn Trent only” Option 2 - GARD model summary of 300 Ml/d STT supported by 128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
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Figure A13 - “Severn Trent only” Option 3 - GARD model summary of 400 Ml/d STT supported by 103 Ml/d from Minworth and Mythe
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Figure A14 - “Severn Trent only” Option 4 - GARD model summary of 400 Ml/d STT supported by 128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
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Figure A15 - “Combined” Option 1 - GARD model summary of 400 Ml/d STT supported by 180 Ml/d from Vyrnwy & 128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
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Figure A16 - “Combined” Option 2 - GARD model summary of 500 Ml/d STT supported by 240 Ml/d from Vyrnwy & 128 Ml/d from Minworth, Mythe and Draycote
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Figure A17 - GARD model summary of 150 Mm3 Upper Thames Reservoir with 291 Ml/d DO
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Figure A18 - GARD model summary of 75 Mm3 Upper Thames Reservoir with 155 Ml/d DO
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GARD climate change
modelling assumes 22% winter
increase and 22% summer
decrease in all river flows
UKCP 09, Figure 4.11: Changes to annual (upper panels), winter (middle) and summer (lower) seasonal mean
precipitation (%) at the 10, 50 and 90% probability levels, by the 2080s under Medium emissions, for administrative
regions. Values of change are shown over each region.

Figure A19 – UKCP 09 projected summer/winter rainfall changes in 2080s
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